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During late September and early October, at least three new business partnerships were finalized
between US and Mexican companies. At the same time, however, a high-profile joint venture
between US and Mexican bakery companies fell apart.
Among the new agreements reached in recent weeks was a joint venture between WHX Corporation
a subsidiary of steel producer Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corporation and ISPAT Mexicana. The two
companies will jointly process and sell semi-processed steel products. The joint sales are expected
to begin sometime before year-end 1994. WHX officials said the partnership which will be owned
equally by the two companies will purchase steel slabs from ISPAT's facilities in Canada and Mexico
and process the raw materials into hot rolled coils at Wheeling Pittsburgh facilities in Steubenville,
Ohio. The ISPAT-WHX partnership will market the hot rolled coils.
In the second binational business arrangement, US-based Computer Associates the world's second
largest software company signed an exclusive contract with Grupo Signo de Mexico to establish a
joint sales and service operation in Mexico. Under the agreement, announced on Oct. 4, Signo will
coordinate and supervise all wholesale activity, offer technical support, establish training centers,
and manage the Computer Associates complete line of personal computers and related products in
Mexico.
Finally, in late September US-based Triarc Co. reached an agreement with Consorcio Aga to bottle
and distribute RC Cola in Mexico. By taking on the RC contract, Aga agreed to phase out its contract
with Pepsi Cola, which expires on Nov. 1, 1994. Triarc officials said the agreement with Aga will
increase the RC Cola share of the Mexican cola market to 5%, from the current 0.5%.
Notwithstanding the three new partnerships, on Oct. 7 Mexico's giant bakery company Grupo
Bimbo canceled plans to acquire a 50% share of Texas-based Mrs. Baird's bakery company. In
February of this year, the two companies had signed a letter of intent to form a joint company,
dubbed QFS Foods Inc., to market Bimbo products in the US under the Mrs. Baird's brand (see
SourceMex, 02/14/94). Bimbo officials did not provide an explanation for the cancellation of the
agreement, although they said the two companies would continue discussions on joint commercial
agreements in the US.
According to Alva Senzek, a financial columnist for El Financiero International weekly business
newspaper, Bimbo is expected to follow through with its ambitious plan to acquire a full or partial
share of the prominent Minnesota-based flour milling company General Mills. The ownership in
General Mills would provide Bimbo with access to the entire US market, rather than to just a region,
which would have been the case with the arrangement with Mrs. Baird's.
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